Classes include:

- AUTI 100—Basic Automotive Service
- AUTI 111—Electrical I
- AUTI 121—Braking Systems
- AUTI 122—Steering and Suspension
- AUTI 131—Engine Performance I
- AUTI 145—Driveline Service

Prepares Student for ASE G-1 Certification

Total Credits 18

The Maintenance and Light Repair Certificate is a great way to gain hands on experience in the automotive repair field while receiving instruction on the important technological advancements in the automotive industry. This certificate helps the student in becoming proficient in the basic automotive maintenance. The automotive repair field is a career choice that will allow the student to choose where they want to live and is in high demand. This career cannot be outsourced or discontinued as vehicles are becoming so complex that people will have to turn to trained technicians for vehicle repair.

For more information:

Robert Huffman
260-481-2247
rhuffman10@ivytech.edu

https://www.ivytech.edu/automotive-technology